Our easy read services

Easy read translation

We can make your document into easy read for you. We charge £42 per hour for this. We give you a quote to say how long it should take to translate. We only charge for the hours we work.

We co-produce our easy read. An Adviser and an 'expert by experience' with learning disabilities will work together to do translation. Both are paid for their time.

When we provide a quote we will tell you when we think we can get it finished. If you have a deadline then please tell us straight away and we will try to help.

We are licensed with a full version of photosymbols as we think it is better to use photographs and not line drawings.
We offer a hands on training session called **Making Information Accessible**.
It is a half-day course and you leave with a ‘how to’ guide worth £25.

All our training sessions are written and run by people with learning disabilities with support. We are **experts by experience**.

We run courses in Norwich at our office. We can come to you if you have an accessible space for wheelchair users.

**We can ‘test’ your easy read work for you**

We offer a service where we will look at your easy read document and give you advice about how accessible it is.

We charge for our time to do this.